
 

 
DAYCO NORTH AMERICA ENTERS TIMING CHAIN KIT MARKET 

HIGH-VOLUME LINE BACKED BY INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY  

 
AAPEX, LAS VEGAS, Oct. 31, 2022 – Dayco, a leading engine products and drive 
systems supplier in the automotive, industrial and aftermarket industries, is launching an 

all-new line of timing chain kits for the automotive aftermarket. As part of Dayco’s 
mission to simplify the repair process and ensure technicians have all the parts needed 
for a thorough and complete repair, Dayco has developed a precision engineered, 
premium line of more than 100+ timing chain kit part numbers. 
 

Dayco’s premium timing chain kits make it easy for technicians to perform a 
professional timing chain repair using our precision engineered, high-quality parts. The 
kits feature direct OE replacement components, including top grade chains that 
eliminate stretch, precision machined sprockets, and high-grade plastic guides for 

excellent wear resistance. 
 

“This was an easy decision for us as the timing chain market has continued to expand 
over the last few years and the front-end drive system is a core competency for our 
team,” said Jay Buckley, Director of Product Management, Dayco North America. “More 

than 90% of new vehicles coming off the line in the USA are timing chain driven. Chains 
are durable and work best with the smaller, more complex engines automakers are 

launching, so this product line was a natural fit for us.”  
 

Launching with more than 100 part numbers, Dayco timing chain kits cover all high-
volume engine applications and include direct OE replacement components for quiet, 

maintenance-free performance. The kits will be backed by a two year or 60,000-mile 
parts and labor warranty – one of the best warranties offered in the industry.  
 

A series of comprehensive training materials are also being introduced as part of the 
product’s launch. Five step-by-step instructional videos were produced to help certified 
technicians walk through the repair process on a number of popular vehicle engines. 

The videos can be found within the training section of the company’s Tech Hub. 
Technicians can also view more information here or utilize Dayco’s robust parts search 
feature to find the exact kit needed for their next repair, searching by Y/M/M, VIN or 
license plate number. 
 

About Dayco 
Dayco is a global leader in the research, design, manufacture and distribution of 
essential engine drive systems and aftermarket services for automotive, truck, 
construction, agriculture and industrial applications. 
 

Through its expertise in transferring power quietly and efficiently, Dayco has emerged 
as the leading global system solutions provider for hybrid electric vehicles. Dayco’s 

100+ years of experience in drive systems allows the company to equip all customer 
applications around the world with the most effective drive systems to meet customer 

https://na.daycoaftermarket.com/en/tech-hub/
http://na.daycoaftermarket.com/en/dayco-timing-chain-kits


 

specific performance requirements. Dayco’s world class global distribution network 
services the aftermarket industry with a full offering of kits and products to meet each 
local market’s need. Dayco accomplishes this with a dedicated global team that 
respects one another, shows humility through continuous learning and acts like owners 

in everything they do. 
 
Dayco has more than 40 locations in 22 countries and over 3,600 associates. For more 

information about Dayco, visit the company’s website at www.dayco.com. 
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